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Communication

When studying communication it can help to use a Noun . There are many diffrent types of paradigms

out there for example there is Adjective Noun which emphasiszes the way audiences use mass

communication. Another paradigm is the Adjective / Adjective Noun which examines the

power of relationships. Noun is what we call the news role of media in which we have

Adjective Noun and instrumental surveilaince. Beware sureveilaince occurs when there is

terrorisms or important information everybody needs to know. Proper Noun Noun has to do with

information about everyday life, such as Nbc Nightly News. When watching a news program it is important that

they have Noun so you can trust what they preach. Some news stations such as WGAL channel 8 hold

telethons to try and raise money for children who are needy or sick this is called Noun . Some stations

even participate in Noun , they will go out an take part in certain events and share the values of the

people there. When you talk to someone about the news or about a show this is called Adjective

Noun . Some people can even get Noun when talking about the topic. When a person gets

attached to a newscaster on tv this is called a Adjective Noun some people even refer to them as

a freind they see everyday. Even so people will treat them like they're a guest in there house and even end up to

Verb themselves from a situation such as taking out the trash. people use Noun - Plural all the

time such as tee shirts or beaches. Texts all have meanings or things people take away with them from the text.

Sometimes people use text for Noun such as a political campaign or election. people think they can say

what ever they want but they can't always get away with it.
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